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Abstract

The article analyses the dynamics of the development of small and medium-sized businesses, micro-enterprises and individual entrepreneurs in the whole country and by federal districts. Analyzed the legal and organizational basis of entrepreneurial activity. Designated areas of business regulation that developed measures aimed at promoting entrepreneurship in the country. Matrix of selection of preferred instruments and target figures of local state regulation of small business that take into account peculiarities of small enterprises of different types, is formed. In conclusion priority sequence of actions of providing efficient approach for state regulation of small business is composed.
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1. Introduction

History of small business development in the Russian Federation of the period of structural reforms which started in the 90s of the XIX century, shows that significance of the role of this economic sector was traditionally admitted by representatives of alternative economic schools, political movements and leading elites. It was fixed in normative legal acts of the Russian state which traditionally included federal and regional laws, special programs aimed at small business development, etc. The fact that development of the legal base of entrepreneurship of modern Russian economy started from the laws defining the status of cooperatives and individual businessmen, which became the starting point of legitimation of market relations, is rather significant. However, the research study shows that many statements of program documents have declarative character as far as they do not allow to form effective system of measures of state influence that take into account peculiarities and potential of this business sector [1]. However, pathway of small business development in modern Russia is of steady character, which is reflected in its indices. According to the data of National Institute for Systemic Studies of Entrepreneurial Problems, by 2013 in the Russian Federation 1 997,0 thousand of small enterprises were registered (including 1759,0 thousands of microenterprises), which is higher for 8.7% than in 2012. At that number of small enterprises per 100000 citizens was 1395,9 which exceeds the number of 2012 for 110,5 enterprises. Number of small enterprises per 100000 citizens for 2012 fell in 14 regions. At the same time overall volume gross revenues of small enterprises in the Russian Federation for 2012 was 23 465,9 bln. rbs which is higher than the index of 2011 for only 3,8% (with the account of the index of consumer price index the gross revenues of small enterprises reduced for 2,4%) [2]. It says about significant bottlenecks for further small business development in the Russian Federation, among which the most significant are the following: inconsistency of some norms of tax legislation, absence of necessary amount of current assets, low consumer demand of population, credit insecurity and high rent, insufficient personnel qualification and low legal security of activity, high transaction expenses of entry into economic sector, etc. [3, 4]. These contradictions are reflected in contradictory interests of society, business and state, which prevents implementation of the modern model of social contract [5].

2. Methodology: Structuring of Types of Small Business

Performance assurance of activity of local system of state regulation of small business in the frames of selection of preferred priority of measures of influence, corresponding to characteristics of the development of small business [6,7], presupposes necessity of classification of the types of small business according to criteria of potential scalability (scalable and non-scalable business) and preferred direction of exit of business entity from the market (sale of business – production business, transformation into public company, inheritance of business). Comparison of above-mentioned
parameters allows to mark the following types of small enterprises:

1) scalable serial business entity: formation of small business enterprise of this type presupposes necessity to use innovation based on invention, or know-how or improving innovation, the use of which creates business capability to duplicate ideas in the frames of several local markets, as well as commitment of a businessman to company development with aim of its further acquisition by market players [8, 9];

2) non-scalable serial business entity: formation of small business enterprise of this type presupposes the use of improving innovation, property right for which is fixed for a businessman in legitimate for the national social-economic system form of intellectual property, development of which presupposes acquisition by large enterprise of the area of economic activity, in the frames of which the small business enterprises operates;

3) scalable business entity with potential of transformation into public company: formation of small business of this type should be based on basic or improving innovation, property right for which is confirmed by intellectual property item of businessman, the use of which allows to provide duplication of business format on different local markets in the process of small business development;

4) non-scalable business entity with potential of transformation into public company: formation of small business enterprise of this type is based on implementation of business idea on foundation of improving, basic or pseudo innovation, the use of which presupposes sales of products of small enterprise on different local markets in order to provide stable basis of development after transformation into public company;

5) scalable inherited business entity: small business enterprise of this type can be based on implementation of innovation of any type with the use of different kinds of sources of development ideas, with the aim of a businessman to provide duplication of business idea on different local markets as the peculiarity of it;

6) non-scalable inherited business entity: formation of business unit of this type presupposes possibility to create small business in the format of forced, as well as of directed at the use of possibility business, which uses innovation and source of the idea of development of different type, the aim of which is to maintain standard of well-being of a businessman and his family, as its basis.

Preferred format of instruments of state regulation of development of small business enterprise on the local level will be determined by the type of small business which is caused by necessity of selection of instruments which correspond to the small business structure formed in the frames of local entity to maximum extent.

3. Choice of Priority Method of State Regulation of Small Business Development and Business Appraisal

Choice of the method of local state regulation of small business development in conditions of modern Russian economy is determined, as the analysis carried out in the thesis work showed, first of all, by type of regulated small business enterprises [10], as well as by typological peculiarities of state regulation of this sphere which precondition the choice of the aim of state regulation of small business [11] on the local level (table 1).

Table 1: Matrix of choice of preferred instruments and aims of local state regulation of small business

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Type of controlled entity–small enterprise</th>
<th>Methods of direct control</th>
<th>Methods of indirect control</th>
<th>Aim of regulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Scalable serial business structure</td>
<td>1. Simplification of procedure of registration of intellectual property right of business entity 2. Change of tax regulations in the process of development of small enterprise</td>
<td>1. Simplification of procedures of administration of functioning and development of small business 2. Revitalization of enforcement institutions in a part of regulation of intellectual property use</td>
<td>Business growth on the basis of inventions and know-how</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Scalable business structure with potential of transformation into public company</td>
<td>1. Subsidizing of costs of business entity for transformation into public company</td>
<td>1. Creation and support of venture investment funds and other forms of organization of venture capital</td>
<td>Business growth on the basis of basic innovations registered in the form of...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Efficient local regulation of development of small enterprises presupposes necessity to use different instruments of administration, the whole complex of which is determined by the type of controlled business and aim of state regulation.

Forecasting of development of small business enterprises in the frames of administratively localized economic space as holistic system presupposes necessity of assessing private tendencies of development of small business entities, as well as business development trend with account of the structure of small business. Formalization of such approach with account of necessity of assessment of dynamics of development of revealed in the frames of thesis work six main types of small business enterprises can be presented in the following way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformation into public company</th>
<th>2. Formation of zones with special tax regulations for small business enterprises</th>
<th>Items of intellectual property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 Non-scalable business structure with potential of transformation into public company</td>
<td>1. Registration of small enterprises in zones with special tax regulations</td>
<td>1. Simplification of processes of administration of transformation into public company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Simplification of procedure of registration of intellectual property right</td>
<td>2. Creation and support of venture investment funds and other forms of organization of venture capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Scalable inherited business structure</td>
<td>1. Subsidizing of costs for duplication of business idea on markets out of the deployment territory</td>
<td>1. Reduction of entry administrative barriers on business expansion in scaling format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Government procurement for work, production, services of small enterprise</td>
<td>2. Simplification of procedures of registration of property right, network connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Non-scalable inherited business structure</td>
<td>1. Subsidizing of self-employment and/or family business</td>
<td>1. Simplification of accounting and reporting procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Government procurement for services, production, work of small enterprise</td>
<td>2. Reduction of quantity of planned and unplanned inspections for one business entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Formation of steady platform of business growth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Forecasting of development of small business enterprises in the frames of administratively localized economic space is implemented by calculation of weighted average by the level of significance of small business of every type (determined by share of small business of this type in the structure of small business of locally controlled space) of

\[
\begin{align*}
I_{\text{MCUC}} &= a_1 + b_{1,6}B_{\text{pp}} + c_{6}B_{\text{pp}} \\
I_{\text{MCUC}} &= a_2 + b_{2,6}B_{\text{pp}} + c_{2}B_{\text{pp}} \\
I_{\text{MNCC}} &= a_3 + b_{3,6}B_{\text{pp}} + c_{3}B_{\text{pp}} \\
I_{\text{MNCC}} &= a_4 + b_{4,6}B_{\text{pp}} + c_{4}B_{\text{pp}} \\
I_{\text{MNCC}} &= a_5 + b_{5,6}B_{\text{pp}} + c_{5}B_{\text{pp}} \\
I_{\text{MNCC}} &= a_6 + b_{6,6}B_{\text{pp}} + c_{6}B_{\text{pp}}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(I_{\text{MCUC}} (\text{MCUC, MNCC, MNCCN, MNCCNN, MNCCM, MNCCMM})\) – development indicators of accordingly scalable and non-scalable series business entity, scalable and non-scalable business entity with potential of transformation into public company, scalable and non-scalable inherited business entity, UM (unit of measure);

\(a_{1,6}\) – the invariable constant of equation of linear programming of development of accordingly scalable and non-scalable series business entity, scalable and non-scalable business entity with potential of transformation into public company, scalable and non-scalable inherited business entity which characterizes initial condition of an average business entity of this type, UM;

\(b_{1,6}\) – the invariable constant of equation of linear programming of development of accordingly scalable and non-scalable series business entity, scalable and non-scalable business entity with potential of transformation into public company, scalable and non-scalable inherited business entity which characterizes initial impact of measures of direct state support of small business of this type, UM;

\(c_{1,6}\) – the invariable constant of equation of linear programming of development of accordingly scalable and non-scalable series business entity, scalable and non-scalable business entity with potential of transformation into public company, scalable and non-scalable inherited business entity which characterizes initial impact of measures of indirect state support of small business of this type;

\(B_{\text{pp}} (\text{pp})\) – the level of impact of measures of accordingly direct and indirect state support for development of small business enterprises in the frames of administratively localized economic space, UM.
private indicators of progressive dynamics of small business enterprises of different types.

4. Conclusion and Recommendations

Systematization of the research results of restrictions of small business development in the Russian federation shows that business community thinks that inefficient state policy in the sphere of regulation of activity of business community, restricted access for financial resources and high level of polarization of this access in terms of business types of, lack of special education in business sphere, cultural and social restrictions of development of business in the society, availability of physical infrastructure and high level of polarization of the Russian economic space by the factor of the level of development of physical infrastructure are the key development restrictions. Removal of the above-mentioned barriers should be implemented by sequential replacement of methods of direct local state control of small business by indirect methods aimed at improvement of the effectiveness of institutional environment; it presupposes implementation of the following algorithm:

1. Assessment of current configuration of local regulation of small business. On this stage instruments of direct and indirect control in the frames of local system of regulation of small business development are determined, and performance evaluation of efficiency and effectiveness of this complex of instruments is made.

2. Determination of current structure of small business in the frames of administratively localized economic space. On this stage types and structure of small business enterprises functioning in the frames of administratively localized economic space, are determined.

3. Determination of key in the frames of administratively localized economic space restrictions of small business development. On this stage the list of the most significant restrictions of development of small business enterprises in the frames of administratively localized economic space is made, and ranking of their significance from the viewpoint of businessmen is implemented; it allows to determine preferred subjects of state regulation of environment of business development.

4. Determination of preferred methods of local state regulation of small business. Structure of preferred state regulating impact on processes of small business development in the frames of administratively localized economic space, which is based on the formed on the second stage assessment of current structure of small business, is formed on this stage.

5. Formation of set of measures of local state regulation of small business. On this stage the revealed on the third stage key restrictions of small business development and determined on the fourth stage preferred methods of state regulation, the comparison of which allows to adjust the preferred set of methods with account of the most significant restrictions of positive progressive dynamics of business, are compared.

6. Formation of the road map of local state regulation of small business. In the frames of this stage the list formed on the fifth stage is transformed into sequence of specific measures of state regulation, gradual reduction of share of measure of direct regulation with transition to methods of indirect small business regulation in mid-term perspective is the peculiarity of which.

In the process of implementation of the suggested algorithm formation of executive mechanisms which allow to provide the platform of steady development of small enterprises in the frames of administratively localized economic space on the basis of effective organizational procedures, will be ensured.
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